Purpose Persistent chemotherapy-related cognitive impairment (pCRCI) is commonly reported following cancer treatment and negatively affects quality of life; however, there is currently no pharmacological treatment indicated for pCRCI. This pilot study obtained preliminary data regarding the use of transdermal nicotine patches as a therapeutic strategy for women with pCRCI to (1) reduce subjective cognitive complaints and (2) enhance objective cognitive performance in breast, colon, lymphoma, or ovarian cancer survivors with pCRCI. Methods Participants were randomized to either placebo (n = 11) or transdermal nicotine (n = 11) for 6 weeks, followed by 2 weeks of treatment withdrawal for a total of 8 weeks. Participants were assessed using both subjective and objective measures of cognitive functioning at five visits before, during, and after treatment.
Introduction
Advances in cancer treatment are producing a growing number of cancer survivors, increasing the importance of quality of life issues during and following cancer treatment. Chemotherapy-related cognitive impairment (CRCI) is one such quality of life issue commonly reported following chemotherapy in patients with cancer [1] . Although cognitive impairments following chemotherapy have been reported in patients with non-central nervous system (non-CNS) cancers since the 1980s [2] , the phenomenon commonly referred to as "chemo brain" or "chemo fog" is poorly understood and, until relatively recently, was largely unacknowledged [3] . CRCI can persist for months to years after finishing treatment [4] ; therefore, the number of cancer survivors who will have to cope with CRCI is likely to increase, it is crucial to understand how CRCI presents clinically and to develop therapeutic interventions.
The American Cancer Society defines CRCI as increased forgetfulness, trouble concentrating and remembering details, difficulty with multitasking and word finding, and taking longer to finish tasks [5] . CRCI is associated with changes across multiple cognitive domains, with effects most prominently reported for attention, working memory, executive function, and processing speed [6] . Severity of CRCI is typically mild to moderate in nature, such that the level of impairment would not typically qualify for a diagnosis of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) [7] or dementia. However, even mild impairments in cognitive functioning can negatively influence quality of life [8] . Research examining CRCI has focused primarily on women with breast cancer [1, 9] , who represent approximately 23% (3.6 million) of the 15.5 million US cancer survivors (January 2016 data) [10] . Although it is probable that patients who receive chemotherapy for any type of cancer may experience CRCI, research in populations beyond breast cancer is limited and preliminary [8] . However, research in patients with other types of cancer (e.g., ovarian cancer, lymphoma, colon cancer, leukemia, testicular cancer, multiple myeloma, and prostate cancer) reveal similar results [4, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Estimates of the prevalence of CRCI in cancer patients vary across studies [8] but longitudinal studies suggest that approximately 40% of breast cancer patients have evidence of cognitive impairment prior to cancer treatment, up to 75% exhibit cognitive decline during treatment, and 35-60% exhibit cognitive decline following completion of chemotherapy [8] . For a more extensive review on cognitive effects of chemotherapy and cancer-related treatments, see Vega, Dumas, and Newhouse (2018) [20] .
Most pharmacological treatment studies of cancer patients and survivors targeting chemotherapy side effects have focused on physical symptoms such as fatigue [21] [22] [23] [24] and anemia [25, 26] rather than cognitive symptoms. Studies evaluating the efficacy of stimulants, such as methylphenidate, dexmethylphenidate, and modafinil, for the treatment of CRCI have yielded mixed results with respect to cognition; therefore, it remains unclear whether these medications are useful in treating CRCI [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Other studies evaluated donepezil, an acetylcholinesterase inhibitor approved for Alzheimer's disease (AD) [27, 28] . Both open-label and placebo-controlled studies in glioma patients demonstrated improvements in cognitive performance [27, 28] . Additionally, a study in breast cancer survivors suggested donepezil improved verbal memory in those who had poorer cognitive functioning at baseline [29] . These studies support that the cholinergic system may be a therapeutic target for improving cognitive functioning in CRCI [27] [28] [29] . We propose that more selective cholinergic stimulation may potentially be useful for alleviating certain cognitive symptoms [20] .
The cholinergic system has been studied extensively in cognitive aging and is the primary neurotransmitter system responsible for cognitive changes in both normal aging and dementia [30] . Cognitive domains such as attention, executive control, and memory rely heavily on cholinergic neurotransmitter system integrity, which m odulates other neurotransmitter systems and overall cognition via nicotinic (and muscarinic) acetylcholine receptors [31] . The importance of the nicotinic cholinergic receptor system was first examined using temporary blockade studies. Acetylcholine receptor antagonist drugs such as mecamylamine result in deficits across several cognitive domains including learning, memory, psychomotor speed, and attention [32, 33] . In contrast, drugs that stimulate the nicotinic cholinergic system have the opposite effect, acting as cognitive enhancers [34] . A meta-analysis of over 41 double-blind placebo-controlled laboratory studies concluded that there are significant positive effects of nicotinic stimulation with nicotine on motor abilities, attention, and memory [34] . Nicotinic receptor agonists also improve cognitive performance in populations with impaired cognitive performance, including AD [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] , MCI [40] , and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) [41] . However, nicotine has not been explored as a potential treatment for CRCI.
There is substantial overlap between objective impairments and subjective cognitive complaints commonly reported in CRCI and cognitive functions modulated by the cholinergic system. As mentioned previously, effects have been reported most prominently in the domains of attention, working memory, executive function, and processing speed [42] -cognitive abilities that rely heavily on the cholinergic transmitter system [31] . Given the overlap between domains affected in CRCI and cholinergically modulated cognitive functions and the potential link between the nicotinic cholinergic system and CRCI [43] , the nicotinic cholinergic system represents a potential therapeutic target for improving cognitive functioning in cancer patients with CRCI [20] . The purpose of this study was to gather preliminary data examining whether 6 weeks of transdermal nicotine treatment would (1) reduce subjective cognitive complaints and (2) enhance performance on laboratory tests of cognition in breast cancer, colon cancer, lymphoma, or ovarian cancer survivors with persistent chemotherapyrelated cognitive impairment (pCRCI). We hypothesized that nicotine treatment would reduce subjective cognitive complaints and improve cognitive performance on measures of attention and processing speed.
Methods

Study design
This was a randomized, placebo-controlled, parallel group pilot study (NCT02312943) consisting of two phases, a double-blind phase and an optional open-label phase. See Fig. 1a for overall pCRCI study design. The initial doubleblind phase consisted of five visits over 6 weeks. Prior studies examining the effects of nicotine on cognitive performance have shown benefit with 1 month of treatment [44] . Our experience with a number of other transdermal nicotine trials In the double-blind portion of the study, participants were first screened (visit 1) to determine study eligibility. Once cleared for the study, participants completed a baseline visit (visit 2) and were then randomized (50/50) to receive either transdermal nicotine or placebo patches. Participants then repeated their baseline cognitive assessment at visits 3 and 4 following 3 weeks and 6 weeks on patches, respectively. After completing 6 weeks on patches, participants went off patches for 2 weeks, then repeated their baseline cognitive testing at their final double-blind study visit (visit 5). At the end of the double-blind, placebo-controlled 8-week study, participants had the option to take part in the open-label portion of the study for an additional 6 weeks. For all open-label visits (visits 6 and 7), only vitals were collected and one subjective test was completed. b Participant enrollment. Of the 106 people pre-screened for the study, 37 were screened at visit 1. Of the 37 screened at visit 1, 25 people passed screening criteria and were randomized to treatment after completing visit 2. Twelve were randomized to nicotine treatment (9 completers, 11 with usable data) and 13 were randomized to placebo treatment (11 completers) informed our choice of study length. After completing screening procedures for eligibility (visit 1; see Supplemental Materials for screening measures), at the baseline visit (visit 2), participants completed cognitive testing and were randomized in equal allocations to receive either transdermal nicotine or placebo patches. Participants subsequently repeated cognitive assessment after 3 weeks (visit 3) and 6 weeks (visit 4) on patches. After completing the blinded trial period, participants stopped patches for 2 weeks, then repeated their baseline cognitive testing at their final study visit (visit 5). At the end of the double-blind portion of the study, participants could enter the optional open-label phase for an additional 6 weeks. During the open-label phase, only vital signs were collected at each visit and one subjective test was completed at the end of the 6 weeks.
Participants
Recruitment began in Fall of 2015 and ended in Fall of 2017. Participants were recruited through Vanderbilt Universityaffiliated clinics and the greater Nashville, TN community. Recruitment strategies included Facebook advertisements, the use of fliers in strategic locations and clinics, and recruitment databases such as ResearchMatch.org, the Vanderbilt Email Distribution List, news articles, and existing collaborations between our lab and the Vanderbilt Breast Center. The cancer types included in the study (breast cancer, colon cancer, lymphoma, or ovarian cancer) were chosen with the aid of an oncologist due to overlapping chemotherapy regimens these cancer types receive. See Fig.  1b for details regarding participant enrollment. Of the 106 people pre-screened for the study, 37 attended the initial screening visit (visit 1). Of the 37 screened at visit 1, 25 people passed screening criteria and were randomized to treatment after completing their baseline visit (visit 2), 12 to transdermal nicotine patches (9 completed all visits and 2 completed 3 visits), and 13 to placebo patches (11 completers). Data were included from all participants who had completed the baseline visit (visit 2) and at least one post baseline visit (visit 3); therefore, the intent to treat analyses included 22 women (nicotine n = 11, placebo n = 11).
Inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) ages of 35 to 80 years; (2) previously diagnosed with invasive breast cancer, ovarian cancer, or lymphoma; (3) systemic chemotherapy treatment within the last 1 to 5 years; (4) endorsement of pCRCI subjective complaints (as defined below); (5) current nonsmokers (no nicotine use within the last 5 years); (6) fluent in English. Following initial pre-screening, a review of medical records was conducted to ensure good general health and to confirm that pCRCI participants met criteria for breast cancer, ovarian cancer, or lymphoma and had received systemic chemotherapy. Participants were cognitively and behaviorally screened to rule out dementia and active psychiatric disorders (see Supplemental Material for more details regarding visit 1 assessments). pCRCI participants were excluded for (1) any active neurologic or psychiatric disease, history of significant head trauma followed by persistent neurologic deficits, or known structural brain abnormalities; (2) current major depression or another major psychiatric disorder as described in DSM-5 (use of psychotropic medications (e.g., antidepressants) for past depression was permitted, provided dosing had been stable for at least 3 months); (3) any history of alcohol or substance abuse or dependence within the past 2 years; (4) any significant systemic illness or unstable medical condition which could lead to difficulty complying with the protocol; (5) use of any investigational drugs within 30 days or 5 halflives, whichever was longer, prior to screening; and (6) use of any drugs with pro-cholinergic properties (e.g., donepezil).
Treatment assignment and management
Nicotine was delivered by a transdermal patch provided in doses of 7 mg and 14 mg per 24 h. Participants were randomized (50/50) to receive either blinded nicotine patches or placebo patches. The patch titration schedule was as follows: week 1, 3.5 mg (½ 7-mg patch) per day; week 2, full 7-mg patch/day; weeks 3-4, 10.5 mg (¾ 14-mg patch) per day; weeks 5-6, full 14-mg patch/day; weeks 7-8, treatment discontinuation. Patches were applied for 16 h/day and removed at bedtime. Participants were contacted by phone or email weekly to assess tolerability and answer questions. If a participant appeared to be suffering persistent side effects at any dose, the dose was reduced to the previous dose until they were free of side effects. Participants were only moved to a higher dose once free of side effects. At each visit, vital signs (blood pressure, pulse), weight, and adverse events were assessed. Compliance was assessed by counting empty patch sachets at visits 3 and 4.
Defining pCRCI
For the purposes of the study, pCRCI was defined as follows:
(1) perceived self-reported change in cognitive functioning the participant directly links to chemotherapy treatment received in the last 1-5 years; (2) evidence of substantial subjective impairment on the Cognitive Complaint Index (described below); and (3) subjective complaints not better accounted for by presence of depression or other psychiatric or neurologic conditions.
The Cognitive Complaint Index (CCI; visit 1) [45] was used to operationalize breast cancer patients as having subjective complaints. The CCI was chosen as the screening measure because previous research has shown that CCI score correlates with underlying neurodegenerative changes even when unaccompanied by deficits on formal testing [46] and it has been used in previous studies by our group examining cognitive complaints in post-menopausal women [47] . The CCI consists of items from multiple scales including the Memory Functioning Questionnaire [48] , Memory Self-Rating Questionnaire [49] , the Neurobehavioral Function and Activities of Daily Living Rating Scale (ADL-self) [50] , the Informant Questionnaire on Cognitive Decline in the Elderly (IQCDE) [51] , the 30 items from the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) [52] , 12 items from a telephonebased screening for MCI, and 20 items from the Memory Assessment Questionnaire adapted in part from the Functional Activities Questionnaire [53] . Only items relevant to cognitive functioning are included from the GDS. A CCI score was calculated as the percentage of all items endorsed. pCRCI participants were required to have a CCI that includes endorsement of at least 20% of all items to be considered as having persistent chemotherapy-related subjective complaints [45] .
Subjective (self-report) measure
The primary measure used to assess subjective cognitive performance was the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy-Cognitive Function (FACT-Cog; visits 2-5) [54] scale. This instrument has been used to monitor change in CRCI subjective complaints in previous studies and exhibits good internal consistency, test-retest reliability, and discriminant and convergent validity [55] [56] [57] . The FACT-Cog consists of four subscales: PCI, Perceived Cognitive Impairments; PCA, Perceived Cognitive Abilities; QOL, Impact on quality of life; and CFO, Comments from Others and evaluates memory, concentration, mental acuity, verbal fluency, functional interference, and multitasking ability. At each double-blind visit (visits 2-5), participants rated on a 5-point Likert scale how they assessed various aspects of their cognitive functioning over the last 7 days. Higher scores indicate better ratings of cognitive functioning. A summary of all subjective (selfreport) measures (visits 2-5) is listed in Supplemental Table 1 .
Objective cognitive performance measures
A summary of all objective cognitive performance measures (visits 2-5) is listed in Supplemental Table 1 . To characterize the effects of nicotine on objective cognitive functioning in patients with pCRCI, we utilized measures that targeted domains most likely to be endorsed by patients with pCRCI (i.e., attention, working memory, executive function, and processing speed) or exhibit a change in response to nicotinic stimulation or blockade in past nicotine studies [40] . The cognitive performance battery consisted of computerized and verbal tasks, as well as tasks from the CogState battery.
Computerized and verbal tasks
The primary objective cognitive outcome measure was the computerized Conners continuous performance test (CPT) [58, 59] that measures sustained attention and vigilance. Participants see a series of letters appearing one at a time on a computer screen and they press a button for every letter that appears on the screen, except for "X." Lower scores indicate better performance. Secondary measures include the critical flicker fusion (CFF) task [60] , another test of attention and vigilance. In an ascending trial, the participant presses a button indicating when the frequency of flashing lights (beginning at 12 Hz and increasing to 50 Hz) has increased to the point that the lights appear to be no longer flashing but rather appear continuously on ("fused"). In a descending trial, beginning at 50 Hz, the participant presses a button when the frequency of apparently fused lights is decreased such that lights begin to appear to be flashing. The participant needs to respond before the frequency hits the upper or lower limit in each trial. The outcome variable for CFF is frequency (Hz) for ascending and descending trials. The choice reaction time (CRT task) [61] was a secondary measure of attention and psychomotor speed. Outcome variables included the mean and median processing reaction time (RT) (time from stimulus onset to initiation of movement), the mean and median motor RT (time from initiation of movement to stimulus termination), and mean and median total reaction time, with lower scores indicating better performance. The Buschke selective reminding task (SRT) [62] assessed immediate and delayed memory recall. Participants are read a list of 16 words and must immediately recall the list across 8 trials. Upon completing the immediate recall portion of the SRT, and after a 20-min delay, participants complete a single delayed recall trial. See supplemental material for more details regarding these tasks.
CogState battery
The CogState battery (CogState Ltd., Melbourne, Australia) is comprised of various tests that measure a range of cognitive domains [63] specifically designed to assess the presence or absence of cognitive change. The tasks selected from this battery specifically target domains likely to be endorsed by breast cancer patients with persistent CRCI and because they can be repeated without eliciting practice effects [64, 65] . The detection task measures information processing speed with a well-validated simple reaction time paradigm using playing card stimuli; lower scores indicate better (i.e., faster) performance. The identification task measures visual attention with a well-validated choice reaction time paradigm using playing card stimuli; lower scores indicate better (i.e., faster) performance. The two-back memory task measures working memory with a well-validated n-back paradigm using playing card stimuli; higher scores indicate better performance. The set-shifting task is a measure of executive function; higher scores indicate better performance. The Groton maze-learning task (GMLT) is a measure of problem solving and reasoning and uses a well-validated maze-learning paradigm; lower scores indicate better performance. See supplemental material for more details regarding all CogState tasks.
Statistical analyses
Analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics for Mac, version 25 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Group demographic differences were evaluated using independent samples t tests and chi-square tests. Group differences in screening and baseline cognitive test scores were evaluated using independent samples t tests. Data were included from all participants who had completed the baseline visit (visit 2) and one post baseline visit (visit 3). Two participants had missing data from visits 4-5; however, those participants completed at least one visit while on treatment; therefore, missing data was imputed for those participants (see Supplemental Material for more details regarding imputation) and was included in the intent to treat analysis. Only data from the double-blind portion of the study was included in analyses.
To assess change in subjective cognition, a mixedmodels repeated measures ANOVA was used to assess the interaction of treatment group (nicotine, placebo) with time (visit), using change from baseline PCI FACT-Cog score (visits 3-5) as the dependent measure. t tests then examined post hoc pairwise differences. All pairwise comparisons were Sidak corrected for multiple comparisons at the p < 0.05 level. To assess change in objective cognitive performance, a mixed-models repeated measures ANOVA was used to assess the interaction of treatment group (nicotine, placebo) with time (visit), using change from baseline score for CPT reaction time standard error over interstimulus interval (a measure of variability of reaction time) (visits 3-5), as the dependent measure.
For secondary analyses, mixed-models repeated measures ANOVA was used to assess the interaction of treatment group (nicotine, placebo) with time (visit), using change from baseline scores (visits 3-5) for the CRT, CFF, SRT, and CogState tasks listed in Supplemental Table S1 . t tests were used to look at post hoc pairwise differences. All pairwise comparisons were Sidak corrected for multiple comparisons at the p < 0.05 level. Differences for rates of adverse events or other safety abnormalities between groups were assessed using chisquare analysis. Mixed-models repeated measures ANOVA was used to assess treatment group differences (nicotine, placebo) in change from baseline systolic blood pressure (visits 3-5).
Results
Participant screening and baseline demographics
Of the 22 total participants included in the analysis, the majority were breast cancer survivors (n = 18), followed by lymphoma survivors (n = 2), and ovarian and colon cancer survivors (n = 1 each). The mean ages for the nicotine and placebo treated groups were 56.00 ± 11.58 and 52.55 ± 7.66, respectively. There was no difference between treatment arms in mean age, years since chemotherapy, cancer type, cancer stage, cancer treatment, current endocrine therapy use, whether they received targeted therapy, and menopausal status prior to chemotherapy (Table 1) . See Supplemental Table S2 for demographics data for the full randomized sample (n = 25). Additionally, there was no difference between groups in screening assessments or the majority of baseline variables. However, there was a significant difference between treatment groups in baseline SRT total recall failure performance (t(20) = − 2.26 p = 0.04). At baseline, the placebo group had a greater number of recall failures (mean = 20.64) compared with the nicotine group (mean = 12.18).
Subjective cognition
Data were analyzed using a mixed-models repeated measures ANOVA with a within-subjects factor of FACT-Cog PCI change from baseline score over time (visit 3, visit 4, and visit 5) and a between-subject factor of drug treatment group (nicotine, placebo). Mauchly's test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated (χ 2 (2) = 12.22, p < 0.05); therefore, degrees of freedom were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity (ε = 0.72). There was a main effect of FACT-Cog PCI change from baseline score (F(2.16,43.11) = 23.39, p < 0.001; Fig. 2a ); however, there was no main effect of drug treatment group (F(1,20) = 0.47, p = 0.50) or interaction between FACT-Cog PCI change from baseline score over time and drug treatment group (F(2.16,43.11) = 0.93, p = 0.41). Sidak corrected t tests were used to look at post hoc pairwise differences, revealing significant differences in FACT-Cog PCI change from baseline scores between visit 2 and all visits, as well as a significant difference between visit 3 and visit 4 ( Supplemental  Table S3 ).
Objective cognitive performance
For analysis of CPT results, data were analyzed using a mixed-models repeated measures ANOVA with a withinsubjects factor of time (visit), testing for treatment arm differences using change from baseline score for CPT performance, measured as reaction time standard error divided by interstimulus interval (a measure of variability of reaction time; visit 3, visit 4, and visit 5). No significant main effects were observed for CPT performance (F(3,60) = 0.18, p = 0.91) or drug treatment group (F(1,20) = 0.34, p = 0.57), and no interaction was observed between CPT performance and drug treatment group (F(3,60) = 0.35, p = 0.79).
For secondary objective cognitive outcomes, no significant differences were observed between treatment groups for CFF, CRT recognition reaction time, CRT total reaction time, SRT total consistency, SRT delayed recall, or on any CogState measures ( Table 2 ). Withinsubjects main effects of time were observed for FACT-Cog PCA, QOL, and total scores. Scores on the FACT-Cog PCA, QOL, and total scores improved in both groups over time (Supplemental Figure S1) . A main effect of time was also observed for CRT motor reaction time, with CRT motor reaction times improving in both groups over time (Supplemental Figure S2 ). Time and group main effects were observed for SRT total recall change from baseline score and treatment group, where the placebo group improved more than the nicotine group. There was no significant interaction between SRT total recall score and drug treatment group; however, a trend was observed ( Table 2 ; Supplemental Figure S3 ). Additionally, SRT total recall data were analyzed using an unpaired t test to conduct a pre-treatment/baseline (visit 2) and post-treatment (visit 4) comparison, and revealed a significant difference between groups (t(20) = − 2.49, p = 0.02) where the placebo group performed better at visit 4 (compared with visit 2) than the nicotine group.
To account for differences between treatment groups in baseline (visit 2) SRT total recall failure score, a mixedmodels repeated measures ANCOVA with a within-subjects factor of raw SRT total recall failure scores (visit 3, visit 4, visit 5) and a between subjects factor of treatment group (nicotine, placebo), co-varied for raw baseline (visit 2) SRT total recall failure score, was used. After controlling for the effect of baseline (visit 2) SRT total recall failure score, there were no significant main or interaction effects observed.
Adverse events
Differences for rates of adverse events (AEs) were assessed using chi-square analysis (Supplemental Table S4 ). The total number of AEs for the double-blind treatment period was 11 for the nicotine group compared with 12 for the placebo group (p = 0.85). The majority of AEs experienced by both groups were mild in nature, with skin irritation being the most common AE (Supplemental Figure S4 ). There were no significant main or interaction effects between treatment group and mean systolic blood pressure change from baseline, weight (kg), or pulse (bpm; Supplemental Figure S5 ). No withdrawal symptoms were reported by participants nor did any participants report continuing nicotine use after the study was completed. Menopausal status prior to chemotherapy Pre-menopausal 5 6 χ(1) = 0.18, p = 0.67 Post-menopausal 6 5 
Discussion
Although there was a main effect of FACT-Cog PCI change from baseline score across subsequent visits, there was no main effect of treatment group, or interaction between FACT-Cog PCI change from baseline score and drug group. In other words, participants in both groups exhibited a reduction in self-reported cognitive complaints over the study regardless of treatment received. A previous study showed that the clinical important difference for the FACT-Cog subscale ranged from 3.1 to 8.8 points [66] ; our study showed average FACT-Cog PCI change scores of~5-15 points, indicating substantial improvement in self-reported cognitive complaints in both groups over time. No significant main effects or interaction effects were observed for our primary objective cognitive outcome measure (CPT reaction time standard error divided by interstimulus interval) and treatment group. In other words, there was no difference between treatment groups in CPT performance over the course of the study. We also did not observe any group effects or change in secondary cognitive outcome measures. Using nicotinic receptor agonists for cognitive enhancement is not in itself novel, but to our knowledge, the idea of using nicotine treatment for non-smoking individuals with pCRCI has not been explored. While previous pharmacological treatment studies in CRCI have yielded mixed results [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , a strong placebo effect similar to what we observed has not been previously reported for this population. A number of factors that occurred in the current study (discussed below) could be considered when designing a future clinical trial aimed at using transdermal nicotine to treat pCRCI.
Study design
The study that provided a template for the current study design was a 6-month randomized clinical trial evaluating transdermal nicotine as a treatment for mild cognitive impairment (MCI) [40] . The study by Newhouse et al. observed improvements in attention, memory, psychomotor speed, and subjective ratings of cognition after 6 months of treatment with transdermal nicotine compared with placebo. For the current study, the duration of 6 weeks on treatment and 8 weeks total was chosen to facilitate feasibility in order to gather preliminary data in a population we had not previously studied with transdermal nicotine. Our experience with a number of other transdermal nicotine trials informed our choice of study length. Prior studies examining the effects of nicotine on cognitive performance have shown benefit in 1 month of treatment [44] . Although we were able to detect a change/improvement in self-reported cognitive complaints, the treatment duration of 6 weeks may not have been enough time to distinguish between a drug and placebo response. For example, when FACT-Cog PCI change from baseline scores from openlabel study visits was included in a graph with the doubleblind data (Supplemental Figure S6) , the open-label scores for the group that received nicotine during both the double-blind portion and open-label portions of the study (i.e., participants who received 12 weeks of nicotine vs 6 weeks) start to rise above those that received placebo. It may be the case that placebo effects are strong early-on in the study, but plateau or dissipate over longer study lengths. This suggests that, in future, longer treatment duration could potentially help separate the drug response from the placebo response.
Placebo responses are commonly reported in treatment studies across a wide range of medical and psychiatric conditions [67] [68] [69] [70] . A number of potential factors may contribute to observed placebo response in clinical trials [71] including high levels of expectancy, the frequency of patient-clinician interactions [72] , clinician/researcher attributes (e.g., personality, interaction style) [73] , route of treatment administration [74] , the dosing regimen, the color of pills, and the technological sophistication of the treatment procedures [75] . These treatment factors may be moderated by participant characteristics, including personality, demographics, self-efficacy, stress, previous experiences/personal history of patient-clinician/researcher interactions, and shared experiences of the patient and clinician/researcher [69, 71, 76, 77] . Measurement factors, which represent sources of bias and error inherent in measuring subjective symptoms, and natural history factors, such as spontaneous improvement or worsening in condition, provide additional sources of placebo effects [71] . The sum effects and the interactions of the aforementioned treatment, patient characteristic, measurement, and natural history factors result in the placebo response observed in clinical trials. The factors that likely contributed to the placebo response observed in the current study were the frequency of patient- QOL, Impact on quality of life; CFO, Comments from Others; SRT, selective reminding task; CFF, critical flicker fusion task; CRT, choice reaction time task; GMLT, Groton maze-learning task + Adjusted for Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity *Significant at p < 0.05 level clinician interactions over a short study length and clinician/ researcher attributes (e.g., personality, interaction style). As placebo responses can be affected by the frequency of patient-clinician interactions [72] , one important consideration that could be made when extending a future trial length would be reducing the number of in-person study visits. One solution could be to minimize the number of in-person study visits, thereby limiting benefits of patient-clinician/researcher interactions, by using ecological momentary assessment (EMA) or web-based testing to collect data. EMA, also referred to as experience sampling, permits the repeated sampling of a research participant's current behaviors and experiences in real time (e.g., self-report, actigraphy, psychophysiological variables), in their natural environments [78] . Although not required, EMA often uses mobile technology such as tablets and cell phones to collect these data [78] . EMA aims to capture more accurate self-reports by asking people about their experiences closer to the time and the context they occur [79] .
Study dosing
Additionally, the maximum dose for the previous 6-month nicotine treatment study in MCI done by Newhouse was higher than the current study [40] . However, in non-smokers, high levels of nicotine can result in significant side effects including nausea, vomiting, dizziness, and lightheadedness. When the study was designed, it was judged that a maximum dose of 14 mg would be most tolerable (in terms of side effects) given the shorter study length and younger age of the participants. In terms of AEs, the study medication was very well tolerated. The majority of AEs experienced by both groups were mild in nature, with skin irritation being the most common AE. There was no difference between groups in the number of adverse events experienced, and the skin irritation was thus most likely the result of the adhesive rather than the nicotine. Rates of AEs in the current study were fewer compared with past studies using transdermal nicotine [40] , but comparable considering the shorter study length. The only participants to withdraw due to AEs during the double-blind portion of the study were in the placebo group and there was no significant difference in number of AEs between groups in any body system. Thus, 14 mg may not have been a sufficient dose to fully test this hypothesis. The fact that substantial weight changes in the nicotine group were not observed also supports that the participants were under dosed since weight changes were observed in the MCI study conducted by Newhouse and colleagues. Importantly, we do not know about potential long-term risks with transdermal nicotine patches, although in our 6-month study, we did not observe any nicotine cravings, withdrawal, or other long-term negative effects [40] . No withdrawal symptoms were reported by participants nor did any participants report continuing nicotine use after the current study was completed.
Despite chemotherapy treatment being a known risk factor for cognitive decline, only limited information exists regarding negative cognitive effects of specific chemotherapy agents. The question of whether or not certain chemotherapy types contribute more than others to CRCI is difficult to answer for several reasons. The primary reason is that chemotherapy regimens often differ not only in the types of medications received but also the duration of treatment and number of cycles. Studies have shown that anthracyclines, taxanes, and cumulative chemotherapy exposure are associated with poorer cognitive functioning [80] [81] [82] . The 22 participants included in the analysis received 10 different treatment regimens, ranging anywhere from 4 to 18 cycles. With this heterogeneity in a small sample, the cell sizes are too small and too numerous to make an adequate comparison. However, given that we were unable to detect group treatment differences, it is unlikely that this had any effect on the study outcome.
Another important limitation to consider is that this study only included women as participants, which limits the generalizability of these results for men with pCRCI. While the study did not specifically exclude for men, the sample consisted of primarily breast cancer survivors. Although breast cancer can occur in men, it is considerably less common (~1% of breast cancer cases per year) [83] . Our study is not unique by including exclusively women as the vast majority of CRCI research has been done primarily in breast cancer survivors [1, 9] ; however, more research is needed to determine if the results of the current study would generalize to men.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we did not observe an effect of transdermal nicotine on subjective or cognitive performance due to a large placebo response. However, we were able to observe substantial improvement in self-reported cognitive symptoms, likely resulting from participation in the trial itself. This may suggest that women with pCRCI could benefit from the incorporation of not only support and validation but also cognitive rehabilitation/therapies that enhance the patient-clinician relationship, into their post-cancer care. Cognitive rehabilitation refers to a clinic-based, therapeutic program aimed at improving cognitive abilities, functional capacity, and real-world skills [8] . There is some evidence that suggests that nonpharmacological interventions such as cognitive behavioral therapy, cognitive brain training, mindfulness-based stress reduction, and physical activity may be beneficial for patients with CRCI [84, 85] . For example, two pilot studies examining cognitive behavioral therapy in breast cancer patients demonstrated improvement on both objective and subjective (self-report) measures of cognitive function [86, 87] . Computerized cognitive brain-training studies suggest improvement in executive functioning [88] and yoga may reduce subjective memory complaints [89] . It may also be the case that for a syndrome such as pCRCI, for which no current treatment exists and is only now becoming increasingly recognized and accepted, that the intensive nature of clinical management that these participants received (which is likely beyond the level of individual attention they might have received in a typical clinical setting) may have provided benefits such as stress reduction, decreased anxiety, and improvement of mood, thus contributing to the strong placebo response observed.
